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Teach your vehicles new tricks.
Commercial vehicle safety
and performance optimization products

What We Do

Product Solutions

InterMotive Vehicle Controls provides commercial
safety and performance optimization products.
Our plug and play electronic control systems
leverage a vehicle’s own data networks to
enhance its function in new ways.

Our diverse collection of patented products and
configuration tools were born from the desire to
make vehicles perform according to your specific
needs.

Working closely with chassis and vehicle
manufacturers, upfitters and fleets, we design
and build products that address safety and
performance challenges with practical, customtailored solutions.

The systems include plug and play connections
to the OEM chassis with no cutting of factory
wires. Product types offered:
• CAN Data Acquisition (Passive, Active, Commands)
• Forward/Reverse Assistance Systems
• High Idle

Who We Serve
We specialize in class 1-7 commercial vehicle
products in these industries:

• Idle Mitigation
• Interlocks
• Law Enforcement Specific

• Transportation: Transit, Shuttle, School Bus
and Personal-use Mobility

• Load Control

• Emergency Response: Law Enforcement,
Ambulance and Fire Trucks

• Speed Limiters

• Work Truck and Vocational Vehicles
• Recreational Vehicles

• Safety/Security
• Switch Control
• Wire Harnessing

Discover solutions to fleet challenges.

Configure Your Way

Application Examples

To accommodate your unique needs, many
InterMotive products allow for custom programming. You can choose to order pre-configured
modules, custom configs or program yourself.

CHALLENGE 1: Idling

Downloadable programming utility software and
mobile apps provide instant-change capabilities,
so your vehicles function exactly how you want.

Your Insource Advantage
Proudly built in the U.S.A., our products are
manufactured and assembled in-house by our
team of dedicated, highly trained employees.
This means faster turnaround in delivering your
products, and the flexibility to react quickly to
unexpected situations.

The vehicle needs to idle to keep the boom lift in
operation, but idling wastes money and causes
engine wear.
SOLUTION: The EcoStar™ idle reduction system

automatically turns the engine off and on when
specific customizable conditions are met, while
allowing full functionality of equipment.
CHALLENGE 2: Theft

The vehicle needs to keep the engine running
while the driver assists patients or passengers
away from the vehicle, but the risk of theft is high.
SOLUTION: The IdleLock™ theft prevention sys-

Our on-site engineering team often designs
product solutions within weeks, versus OEM
improvements, which can take years.

tem allows the vehicle to idle securely, locked in
Park, with the key removed from the ignition.

Committed to Quality

CHALLENGE 3: Equipment Control

We believe an important part of providing highquality products is to maintain and continually
improve our Quality Management System.

The carpet cleaning machine needs to start
automatically when the vehicle is in Park and
the parking brake is set.

InterMotive is an ISO 9001:2015 registered
company by the International Standards Organization to assure customers that our products
follow a strict Quality Operating System.

SOLUTION: The Upfitter Interface Module® pro-

grammable device passively reads OEM CAN
data to help control or activate equipment when
specific vehicle conditions are met.
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Our Origin Story
InterMotive, Inc., was founded in 1996 by Greg and Linda Schafer. Like
many companies, their first office was the kitchen table, then the garage.
Booming sales soon afforded an official location in Fairfield, California.
As the company grew during the early 2000s, headquarters moved between Auburn and Colfax, California. In 2010, InterMotive settled down
in Auburn and in 2012, a Midwest facility was opened in Elkhart, Indiana.
In 2014, Linda and Greg founded LGS Group, Inc., to become the master
distributor for InterMotive, with headquarters in Incline Village, Nevada.
With over 20 years of significant and continued growth in products, sales,
offices and personnel, InterMotive has become a leading manufacturer
and designer of electronic vehicle control systems.
We offer the latest technology in optimizing vehicle safety, fuel economy
and productivity to meet the ever-evolving needs of our customers.
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